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Noise with BuzzFeed Daily Bulletin! If you've ever wandered through many New York neighborhoods, you know it's only a matter of time before your smartphone runs out of juice during a tour. Now, thanks to ATT, a few extra bars on the battery meter are not far away. On Tuesday, the company
announced an expansion of its Street Charge project, which in the summer of 2013 placed dozens of solar mobile charging stations across the city. The stations use monocrystal solar panels (provided by Goal zero) to power numerous chargers as well as internal lithium batteries - allowing people to fill
their phones day or night. Units even house three wooden tables so users can rest their phones during the rejuvenation process. ATT officials said the response to the program was so positive that they planned to double the number of charging stations in five New York boroughs over the summer. The
units come with a few additional updates and will be available to the public starting this week. The ATT Street charge grew out of the need for a sustainable energy source during Superstorm Sandy and took its own life when we deployed more than two dozen solar power plants across the city last
summer, Marissa Shorenstein, New York state president of ATT, said in a statement. We are excited to expand the program this year to more places for longer periods of time, so anyone who needs a charge on the go can find one. Representatives of the New York City Department of Parks and
Recreation also expressed their excitement about the return of the program, especially now that the weather has taken a more pleasant turn. In this day and age, people are becoming more tech-savvy and dependent on their mobile devices for communication, information and entertainment, said Robert
Garafol, NYC Parks Deputy Commissioner for Management, Budget and Government Programs. As warm weather approaches and New Yorkers go outside, they will be able to use ATT charging stations along with public Wi-Fi in many parks and beaches. So don't worry, New Yorkers: Your smartphone
can enjoy summer right along with you it's this The editors' recommendation solar charging can have a standalone solar power center inside it that can be set up in about half an hour for events, off-grid situations, or emergency energy. While the residential and commercial solar market is relatively
saturated with choice, and the micro solar market is chock full of options for charging portable electronics, the space between them seems like a sweet spot to be for companies looking to provide portable energy solutions for groups and events. Mobile Solar Chargers Ltd, UK, is entering this market with
its solar charging can, which is a complete solar power plant in a large steel drum that promises rapid deployment and the ability to customize it for specific needs. © Solar Chargers LtdThe basic solar charging can include a 180W/18v 5.5A waterproof and flexible solar panel, A telescopic pole for
mounting panels, two 115 deep cycle lead acid batteries, a voltage controller and a charge controller, a full wiring loom with waterproof connectors and 12V quick release of dual battery leads, LED lights, a removable box with a control panel and USB and 12V charging ports, and more. It also includes an
anchor to secure a can on the ground, and sandbags for added stability. Customers can also request other components such as lithium-polymer battery jars, a remote CCTV camera, a WiFi router, additional solar panels, LED flood lighting, a GPS tracker, and a more powerful inverter. © Mobile Solar
Chargers Ltd According to the company, solar charging can be collected or dismantled by two people in half an hour: This solar power center can be made to order for specific needs, such as providing electricity for activities, for remote energy for medical clinics or conservation efforts, refugee camps,
emergency/disaster relief or preparedness, or even just for an upscale camping experience. Unit prices start at 1,795.00 pounds (2,235 euros), and each one comes with a one-year warranty. More information can be found on Solar Charging Can. Can.
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